Organizations that have complied with the Ali Act.

Regarding filing with the FTC.

ABA (American Boxing Association) Dean Smith, deansmith@ababoxing.us
American Boxing Organization, Juan Curiel (708) 228-3593
IBA
IBC, (David Gennaro, jones381@att.net)
IBF
IBO
IBU – Don “Moose” Lewis Atlanta, GA
Independent Boxing Syndicate
NABF
UBO, Universal Boxing Organization, Mack Roberts, 702 372-8450
Universal Boxing Federation, Richard Spilotro
USBC, United State Boxing Council, David Young
WBA
WBC
WBO
WBU – Atlanta (World Boxing Union, Inc.) Don “Moose” Lewis 404 808 9268
World Boxing Federation, Howard Goldberg, 0049 175 8735 890 Niederkorn, Luxembourg
WPBF, World Professional Boxing Federation, David Young
WIBA, Ryan Wissow
WIBU, (Don “Moose” Lewis) www.WIBUboxing.com